COMANIAC: OLD SCHOOL – NEW FIRE
FACTS

BIOGRAPHY
BAND MEMBERS

Bandname: Comaniac
Country: Switzerland
Music Genre: Metal, Thrash Metal
Formed: 2012

Jonas Schmid: Vocals, Guitar
Cédric Iseli: Drums
Dominic Blum: Guitar, Backing Vocals
Raymond Weibel: Bass, Backing Vocals

SHORT DESCRIPTION
Doers will prevail! Complete since 2012, the four maniacs from Aarau (Switzerland) energize the
audience with their live show! When they accelerate on stage, Comaniac becomes unstoppable!
With their debut LP to be released in early 2015, Comaniac closes a first chapter full of dedication
including 2 demo releases and many shows with bands like Coroner and Toxik – and starts a new one to
continue the journey! Join their return towards the wasteland!

RELEASES
Return to the Wasteland (LP - 2015)
Killing Tendency (Promo Single – 2014)
Tumor Troop (Demo - 2013)
Cowshed Demo (Demo - 2012)

ALBUM: RETURN TO THE WASTELAND
Tracklist:
1. 1, 2, Rage
2. Secret Seed
3. Cut Throat
4. Fist of Friends
5. Killing Tendency

6. …And There Is No Job
7. Solitude
8. The Rake
9. Monsters Final Creation
10. Flakhead

„Return to the Wasteland“ lyrically deals with diverse subjects such as social injustice, exploitation and
manipulation. Comaniac’s debut album also shows high variety in music and expression.
These 10 heavy metal songs, produced by Markus Hospenthal (KHE Recording Studio) and wrapped in a
cover drawn by Jan Yrlund (darkgrove design) surely stand for their own.
(Songs registered by SUISA, the Cooperative Society for Music Authors and Publishers in Switzerland)

The Company of Maniacs started with two metal heads: Cédric Iseli (drums) and Jonas Schmid
(vocals, guitar). As lonesome metal heads in their teenage years at school they hooked up to
celebrate their favorite music: Heavy Metal. With Overkill, Coroner, and Sepultura as main
influences, they made their way through the cover-period into songwriting.
A lot of ideas and smashing riffs later, they had 5 songs ready for action and rehearsal! It was April
2012 in our counting when they entered a small cowshed - a friends “recording studio” - to record
their songs. The very first demo release was ready and was called “Cowshed Demo”. They got
backup in no time. Raymond Weibel (bass) and Dominic Blum (lead guitar) were blown away by the
cowshed demo and joined Comaniac in summer 2012. The four maniacs from Aarau, Switzerland
were soon ready to hit the stages - just weeks after their first rehearsal.
In December 2012 Comaniac found themselves in a professional recording studio to record their
second demo. “Tumor Troop” was released in summer 2013 and recognized not only in the local
but also the international press. Cédric comments, “In early 2013, when we suddenly had our full
line up and a decent demo, we had something in our hands! Venues and press started to give us
some recognition and noticed our passion for Heavy Metal music!”
By the end of 2013, Comaniac played in several cities and gathered a lot of live experience such as
a Supporting Act for Thrash legends Coroner and Toxik. But there was something quietly growing
beside the shows...
In early 2014, Comaniac recorded their brand new song «Killing Tendency» to announce their debut
album to be released in early 2015. Jonas says, “We knew right from the beginning that it is
essential for a band to write and release new music. We have to let people know we’re working
hard on our music and are keeping to it. There was no day off from improving our song material!”
With a professional music video clip to be released in February and with the release of their debut
album “Return to the Wasteland”, Comaniac again wants to go a step further on their way. And
will!

WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT COMANIAC
„Their youthful age immediately caught my eye as I saw these guys live on stage for the first time.
And I couldn’t believe my ears as they accelerated. They gained everything out of their stage time!
Even though their thrash sound was invented decades before, their energy and passion was
rigorous. Still it wouldn’t surprise me if they take a further step forward with their upcoming debut
album, which I curiously await in early 2015.“
Rockslave, Metalfactory – Most established Swiss Metal Magazine
„These guys remind me of early Anthrax and Exodus, yet they also know how to integrate diverse
groove elements and loosing melodies into their thrash sound.“
Mundo Rock & Heavy, Webzine desde Chile

CONTACT
Homepage: www.comaniac.ch
Mail: comaniac@gmx.ch
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ComaniacOfficial
Reverbnation: http://www.reverbnation.com/comaniac

